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That Althusser regards most, if not all, human activity as consisting of material processes of production and
reproduction can be used as a key to understanding other parts of his philosophy. Among and within these
specific practices, there may or may not be tensions. The task for Marxists in the latter half of the 20th century
was to elaborate this other theory of history, the Marxist practice of philosophy, a task to which Althusser
devoted the rest of his career. In so doing, Althusser says quite a bit about the nature of knowledge and the
general relations between philosophy, science, politics, and ideology. The economy comes to be known as it
truly is only by the proletariat, by those whom the historical process has endowed with an objective gaze and
who possess the ability to make this truth objective. But he does not produce them for his own production â€”
other capitalists do: an Australian sheep farmer, Mr Y, a heavy engineer producing machine-tools, Mr Z, etc.
At first glance, this charge might seem ridiculous. Ideology represents the imaginary relationship of
individuals to their real conditions of existence. Were not men made in the image. We are even tempted to say,
more precisely: ideology exists in apparatuses and the practices specific to them. Nonetheless, his relationship
with the Party and with Rytman deepened during this period. In his writings from the s, for instance, his
method and conclusions resemble those of the Marxist Humanists of whom he would later be so critical, while
texts from the s deploy without irony the Stalinist shibboleths he would later subject to such castigation.
Certainly, in terms of method, style, and inspiration, the Althusser found in these works differs significantly
from the Althusser of For Marx and Reading Capital. After undergoing surgery for a hiatal hernia, Althusser
found himself unable to breathe while he ate and constantly vomiting, and entered into a suicidal delirium.
Though still involved in Catholic groups and still seeing himself as a Christian, the movements that Althusser
associated with after the war were leftist in their politics and, intellectually, he made a move to embrace and
synthesize Christian and Marxist thought. Or, one can consider variousreligious groupings , such as
evangelicals, or the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which are also independent yet
simultaneously act as an adjunct to state initiatives. How is the reproduction of labour power ensured? Here I
shall make two comments. This version of Marxist philosophy had dominated European leftist thought and
action since the dawn of the Cold War in and, in France, was widely disseminated via Communist Party
schools and literature. That the patterns which constitute and define these worlds can be known, described, and
predicted according to certain laws or reasons is also true. Those writings had simply placed human nature at
the origin and center of history, where Kautsky and Plekhanov had placed technological development. We are
thus led to envisage the following hypothesis, as a function precisely of the diversity of ideological State
Apparatuses in their single, because shared, role of the reproduction of the relations of production. However,
and as was detailed above, Althusser rejects the simple understanding of causality offered by this model in
which economic practices order consciousness and our cultural practices. The task for philosophers in reading
Capital was to produce a philosophy for Marxism â€” to elaborate the materialism that could only be read
between the lines of Capital itself. It is convenient to designate this new and remarkable Subject by writing
Subject with a capital S to distinguish it from ordinary subjects, with a small s. This cause is no longer Priests
or Despots, nor their active imagination and the passive imagination of their victims. He also wishes to return
to and bolster the thesis he first ventured in the late s that there are really only two positions in philosophy:
materialism and idealism. At the end of the war and following his release from the P. Everyday life provides
us with innumerable examples of this, but they must be studied in detail if we are to go further than this mere
observation. Martha E. From the fruits of this new method of reading, Althusser argued that not only was
Marx the originator of a new philosophy, Dialectical Materialism, that had nothing to do with its Hegelian and
Feuerbachian predecessors, but that he also founded a new science, Historical Materialism, which broke with
and superseded such ideological and pre-scientific precursors as the political economics of Smith and Ricardo.
They also provide evidence of the cycles of deep depression that began for Althusser in and that would mark
him for the rest of his life. It is necessary to be outside ideology, i. In order to grasp what follows, it is
essential to realize that both he who is writing these lines and the reader who reads them are themselves
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subjects, and therefore ideological subjects a tautological proposition , i. Now this is quite a familiar and banal
discourse, but at the same time quite a surprising one. As scientific knowledge does not speak directly to the
public or to politicians, Althusser assigned materialist philosophers the job of communicating scientific
knowledge of the material real, its conditions, and its possibilities to politicians and the public. It says: this is
who you are: you are Peter! He also rejects the philosophy of history that often accompanies this model. It is
quite obvious that it is necessary to proceed towards a theory of ideologies in the two respects I have just
suggested. I can clarify matters by correcting this distinction. How is this possible? Rather than considering
ideology as mistaken ideas about the world, for him ideology is essentially practical. Once you recognize that
"it is him or her", you open to the door.


